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INTRODUCTION & JURORS

INTRODUCTION
Connecting with consumers is more than the holy grail of the craft: It’s an imperative.

Learning to tug the right heartstrings and subtly convey a concept in a simple iconic logo is
perhaps the most challenging and rewarding feat for a designer. Logo designers have to kno
when to pull a great visual idea back from the edge just enough for the public to finish the
thought—and seal their loyalty with an a-ha moment.

LogoLounge.com is the most comprehensive professional resource of logos from around the

world, featuring 230,000 logos. This LogoLounge volume is a curated collection of more than
two thousand freshly designed logos, selected by an international panel of renowned identity
designers who reviewed more than twenty-five thousand logo submissions.

LogoLounge 9 is organized in twenty-one visual content categories to provide context, clarity
and immediate inspiration. Logos within each category can be compared and contrasted,
giving designers the opportunity to understand the critical nuances that define very different
solutions to addressing a single audience.
Peeking behind the curtains at the backstory of dozens of exceptional logo designs allows a
designer to better understand what does and doesn’t work. Viewing the near-misses and the
bull’s-eye solutions confirms for even the most jaded professional that our process is never
perfect. But the creative experience of others provides a rich foundation on which to bolster
our own technique.
Every logo has a story, and in this edition of LogoLounge, we share some of the best with
you. For instance, when designer Matt Stevens found that a Dunkin’ Donuts’ logo he had
designed for an April Fools’ Day parody was being used by an actual donut shop, he turned
what could have been a bad situation into an opportunity. It turns out, the shop owner didn’t
know it was a copy, but after chatting for a bit, she asked Stevens if he would design her a
new logo and mascot, and he did. It was a win-win.

When Tether was contacted to design the brand identity for a caffeinated chocolate start-up
called Awake, they exchanged their services for equity in the company. Tether principal
Stanley Hainsworth even appeared on Canada’s Dragons’ Den with the Awake founders to
pitch the product to a panel of investors, which resulted in a bidding war. Not surprisingly,
Awake is the top selling chocolate on university campuses, and its mascot, Nevil the owl, has
his own Twitter following.

And then there are times when a logo isn’t loved at all, at first. Such was the case with the
logo and team name for El Paso’s minor league baseball team, designed by Brandiose. When
the name Chihuahuas was introduced, fans hated it. However, over time, they have embrace
this fierce little icon wholeheartedly, and the franchise is breaking merchandising records.
Sometimes a logo has to earn consumer loyalty. It isn’t always a hit right off the bat.
Consumers don’t live in a vacuum and neither will the exceptional designer. Through much
research and trial and error, brand identity designers must learn the ins and outs of the
products and services they are designing for in order to understand the intricacies and
nuances that define it in its category. They also have to earn the trust and respect from their
clients to push through the challenges. Logo design is an art form like no other because so
much of a brand’s personality has to be captured in a single iconic mark. Not an easy task.
Good logo designers see what the public responds to—and better yet, they know why it
works.
—Bill Gardner

JURORS
KENDRICK KIDD SHEPHERD

Kendrick Kidd has been designing professionally for the past fifteen years. He is currently
working as an associate creative director at Shepherd, an agency in Jacksonville, Florida, an
he also owns a small design and screen-printing business that operates during his off time.
His recent work focuses heavily on branding, packaging and illustration for craft breweries,
action sports companies and editorial publications. Some of his clients include Nike, Billabong
REAL Skateboards, Modus Bearings, Bold City Brewery, ESPN The Magazine and GQ. Kidd
work has been featured in Print magazine, Communication Arts, Los Logos, The Dieline and
Grain Edit.

ECOJET BY KARL DESIGN

I’ve never heard of EcoJet before, but at a glance the leaf-jet mark gave me a clear
impression of their company. The idea is simple, and it communicates a lot in a quick and
clever way. From the color choices to the subtle rounding of corners, the thought, design and
mechanics of this logo are all lining up. Everything about this feels right.

SEBASTIAN PADILLA ANAGRAMA

Sebastian Padilla was born in Monterrey, an industrial city in northeast Mexico. After studying
graphic design in college and working at an agency, Padilla went out on his own doing
freelance design projects. In 2009, he and two other partners (and later a third) formed the

multidisciplinary agency Anagrama, which offers a wide range of services including graphic
design, architectural and interior design, and software development. The studio’s work has
been widely recognized for its unique branding and build-out of boutique shops in and around
Mexico City and Monterrey where Anagrama has studios, as well as an international cast of
clients. Padilla travels and lectures extensively on branding and design, and Anagrama’s work
has been featured by several international publications including Print, HOW, Etapes,
Communication Arts and many others.

REDFOX BY IVAN BOBROV
I chose this logo because of its quick iconic appeal, its colorful dynamic quality and its
spotless execution. The quick read of the sleek red fox is appealing and the aesthetic is
timeless.

TRACY SABIN SABINGRAFIK

Tracy Sabin has been an illustrator for more than forty years, crafting over five hundred logos
in that time. His skills include animation, package design, paper engineering and mosaic
design for public spaces. He has illustrated a number of children’s books, including the New

York Times bestseller Castle. Sabin’s work has been featured in Graphis, Print,
Communication Arts, the Society of Illustrators and in books and articles about contemporary
graphic design and illustration. His ebook Pictorial Logos examines the process of inventing
the iconic part of a trademark, from early conceptual thinking and pencil explorations, to
comprehensive workups and final realization.

OPTIMISTIC BEVERAGES BY HELMS WORKSHOP

I love it when a designer uses a cliché image in a logo design but portrays it in such a way
that it becomes something new. The icon for Optimistic Beverages does this by rendering the
“glass is half full” motif but floating the liquid (looks like beer in this case) in the upper half of

the glass. What better way to represent an optimist’s half full glass! Everything about this log
is working for me, from the simple, deadpan rendering of the glass and liquid, to the carefully
matched weights of line work and typography, to the clever use of humor. It all works to mak
this a memorable logo.

IAN PAGET LOGO GEEK

Ian Paget has worked as a graphic designer and illustrator since 2003. In his day job he work
as creative director for an ecommerce agency, where he designs for both web and print for
companies that have included Lucozade Sport, GlaxoSmithKline, Yakult and Kuehne + Nagel
He also runs Logo Geek, where he designs logos for small- to medium-sized businesses
around the world. Paget a popular blogger and has a thriving social media following through
Facebook and Twitter, sharing, reporting and discussing the latest logo design news, trends
and resources with the design community.

PLANE GUARD BY JOHN FAIRLEY

A logo with a hidden message has always struck a cord with me—that moment of surprise
when you notice that the FedEx logo contains an arrow or discover the hidden bear in the
Toblerone logo. Designing a logo of this type subtly is no easy task, but it gives viewers a
sense of ownership and a real connection with the brand when it’s well executed. When I
initially came across this design for Plane Guard, a company that clears snow from planes, I
had that same moment of surprise. Initially, I saw only the snowflake, but upon realizing the
design also cleverly displays a series of planes coming together to form the shape, it stuck
with me as one of my favorite designs. It’s clever, yet very simple and well executed.

MATT STEVENS DESIGN OFFICE OF MATT STEVENS

Matt Stevens is a designer and illustrator living and working in North Carolina. He has spent
the majority of his career in small to midsized brand shops and agencies as a designer and
creative director. In early 2012, he opened the Design Office of Matt Stevens to pursue his
own clients and incorporate more illustration into his daily practice. He currently works on a
mix of brand identity and illustration projects. Stevens’s background in multiple disciplines
helps him consider a client’s problem from all sides and to produce work that is driven by
strong ideas and that presents a unique point of view. Select clients include Nike, Evernote,
Esquire, Facebook, Pinterest, Google, Asana, JJ’s Red Hots, New York magazine, TBWA
London, Leo Burnett, the Salvation Army, the WWE, Money magazine, Sony Music and
Wired.

PLANE GUARD BY JOHN FAIRLEY

Ultimately a logo must be memorable and embody the spirit of the brand it represents in an
efficient and precise way. The best logos often work at multiple levels, combining related idea
into new concepts and often revealing deeper meanings the more they are studied. The Plan

Guard logo did all of these things and pulled it off effortlessly. At first look it appears to be a
simple snowflake, simple and well executed. Upon further examination the concept is reveale
of multiple planes all arranged to form this mark and to express the nature of the business it
represents. This a-ha moment is what makes this logo unforgettable, and the bold and
graphic execution makes it my “Judge’s Choice.”

CHRISTOPHER SIMMONS MINE

Christopher Simmons is a Canadian-born, San Francisco-based designer, writer, design
advocate and educator. As principal/creative director of the San Francisco design office
MINE, Simmons designs and directs brand and communication design projects for clients
ranging from Facebook and Microsoft to the Edible Schoolyard Project and Obama for
America. His work has been exhibited internationally at institutions ranging from the Hiroshim
City Museum of Contemporary Art to the Smithsonian Institution. Simmons is the author of
four books and writes the hamburger/design blog The Message Is Medium Rare. From 2004
to 2006 he served as president of the San Francisco chapter of AIGA and founded San
Francisco Design Week—prompting then mayor Gavin Newsom to issue an official
proclamation declaring San Francisco to be a city where “Design Makes a Difference.” He is
currently a director on AIGA’s national board.

THE COLOR CONDITION BY STEVEN SCHROEDER

This logo was untitled and didn’t even indicate what company or product or category it was
for. Absent this context it’s difficult to say with any authority whether it is successful or even
appropriate. But a logo’s function isn’t only to give us a symbolic entryway to an idea; logos
connect with us on emotional, visceral and intellectual levels as well. This furry little creature
delightful. He is happy and lighthearted and generally brings me joy. It is so absurdly differen

from almost everything else we encounter that he stands out as unique and self-assured. It’s
hard to say whether or not it is even well crafted, but even craft is secondary here. I just wan
to stretch out my arms to accept its warm, shaggy hug.

ALINA WHEELER

Alina Wheeler works with global teams to achieve a competitive advantage for their brands. A
brand consultant and coach, she describes her work as “strategic imagination.” Her passion i
brand identity, and she has had a lifelong fascination with how companies and individuals
express who they are and what they stand for. Over her career, she has worked with large
enterprises, entrepreneurial ventures and nonprofits. She is an AIGA Fellow, a former AIGA
national board member and chapter president. Wheeler is the author of Designing Brand
Identity, a leading global resource for the whole branding team—from the leaders to
marketing and design.

FRED HUTCHINSON CANCER RESEARCH CENTER BY HORNALL
ANDERSON

I believe that the symbol for the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center will fuel
recognition, amplify differentiation, and help build trust with its stakeholders. It triggers
associations with science and research through a well-drawn translation of cells as if viewed
through a microscope. The cells feel like they are moving in a positive direction, adding a
feeling of optimism. The mark and its color palette strike an appropriate balance between
friendly and academic, and the integration of the H is an important and distinctive element.
This mark will be easy to apply consistently across digital, print and environmental channels—
and will work well at different scales. It feels timeless and I believe it will serve this
organization well.

MATT MCCRACKEN DOUBLENAUT

Matt McCracken began designing under the name Doublenaut in 2004 with his twin brother
Andrew. The Toronto-based studio specializes in screen-printed posters and all forms of prin
design. Heavily influenced by midcentury modern design, their work features simple
illustration, bold color schemes and strong typography. They have worked with a wide range
of clients such as Bellwoods Brewery, Polaris Music Prize, Facebook, Jack Daniel’s and Arts
Crafts Productions. Doublenaut’s work has been featured in The Globe and Mail,
Communication Arts, Applied Arts, and numerous publications from Gestalten.

EXTINCT FOR GALLO BY GLITSCHKA STUDIOS

I kept coming back to this logo. I love how the birds are illustrated. They have a nice vintage
feel that’s loose but also geometrical, like something you’d see on an old book cover. They fit
together perfectly to create the hidden image of a wine glass, which takes the logo to anothe
level. It’s clever, interesting, has great balance and is well thought out. I’d buy the wine based
solely on this logo.

CASE STUDIES & COLLECTIONS

DESIGN /// HORNALL ANDERSON
CLIENT /// FRED HUTCHINSON CANCER
RESEARCH CENTER
CATEGORY /// INITIALS
The Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center in Seattle, Washington, is a world-renowned
cancer research organization. Its scientists and researchers have developed life-changing
breakthroughs like HPV vaccines and bone marrow transplants. However, much of this work
is done with little fanfare. Most people don’t understand the significance of what the center
does and how its research potentially impacts the lives of people who have cancer.

Hornall Anderson was charged with rebranding the institution from top to bottom—not an eas
task, considering the obstacles the center has faced. The new brand needed to resonate with
“Hutch” employees, many of whom were wary of coming across as inauthentic, and it needed
to clearly and quickly communicate the organization’s role to potential donors. “The fight for
federal research grants and private money is getting more competitive. Institutions are
becoming much more sophisticated in communicating what they do. Over the years, Fred
Hutch faced an increased challenge in getting the attention they needed,” says Andy Kribbs,
design director at Hornall Anderson.

“The Fred Hutch team is quite sophisticated and experienced, so we had really good
conversations with them in the early stages to get a clear understanding of what the
organization stood for and what they believed in,” Kribbs notes. They then held a series of
town hall meetings, inviting everyone on campus to come and participate in the brand
discussion. “This effort couldn’t just be plopped in the lap of all these researchers. They have
to know where it came from and what it means,” he says. “You can have the most beautiful
and well intentioned mark, but it means nothing if you don’t bring them along in the process.”

The design team really got a sense of what goes on day-to-day at Fred Hutch by listening to
the organization’s members. They also got the tagline, “Cures start here,” from one of the
employees during a town hall gathering. That line embodies the essence of Fred Hutch, and
created new meaning for the design team, taking them out of the competitive mentality to on
of a supporter for an overall cause. Kribbs explains, “We rallied around, ‘A win is a win for all’
mentality. There was now a platform that really got us running to develop copy and visuals.”

The original identity for the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center lacked character and said nothing about the research
center.

Andy Kribbs and his design team interviewed employees and hosted town hall events in order to develop the brand platform.
Through this process it became clear that the logo needed to communicate that Fred Hutch does the scientific research and
development that leads to cures. He says, “This opened up vast creative opportunities within scientific and research territories f
us to explore.”

“They needed to clearly communicate what they do and their role in the
fight against cancer externally and equally energize the institution
itself.”
—Andy Kribbs

The logo design initially explored many visual territories using DNA and genetic codes as
design cues. As it progressed, the team explored the idea of cells dividing. “Essentially a
cancer researcher looks for something different—that moment of change. Cancer cells look
different from regular cells, and that’s what we were trying to get through in the logo design,”
Kribbs says.

Color was another major factor in the design. Blues and greens are dominant in the scientific
world, and they are also subtle references to the Seattle landscape. Other color palettes wer
explored, including warm colors like reds and oranges, but Kribbs notes, “You start to see

blood and other related imagery, and it feels too real.”

The final logo and identity was really well received by employees, and Fred Hutch is
experiencing a new level of exposure locally and nationally as banners roll out citywide and
ads pop up in publications like Wired, Forbes, The New Yorker, and Entrepreneur magazines

“The reception has been wonderful. Everyone was understandably a little nervous about how
it would be received, but the Fred Hutch employees identify with the new brand identity and
embrace it as their own,” Kribbs says.

“We ultimately presented three marks that represented very different takes on research. Each had a compelling narrative linke
directly to the strategy,” Kribbs explains. “Having this conceptual foundation in place helps our clients talk about the logo beyon
aesthetics and gives any nonvisual stakeholders information to respond to. The logo that became the front-runner appears as
you were observing a cell culture through a microscope. The dots and dashes can also read as data and a modern approach t
research. Some also saw a globe, cueing the global impact that Fred Hutch has on the world.”

“For the next round, we tried to sharpen the visual language of the mark by refining details and exploring rendering techniques
such as textures, realism and incorporating the H as a way to integrate Hutch. One of the researchers from our interviews had
mentioned that looking for cancer is looking for a moment of change—when cells begin to behave differently than they should,
Kribbs notes. “Since we had conducted lots of creative exploration already, this was the key that made it all click together. The
joiner between the two stems of the H became the catalyst moment that ultimately brought the mark to its final state.”

This sequence shows how the logo progressed from the initial concept to its final state.

Final logo design.

The Hutch logo is prominently displayed throughout the research center’s campus on buildings, banners and wayfinding signag

The logo was displayed prominently throughout the Seattle area on billboards, buses and in advertisements. Consistent use o
the brand colors and messaging tied the campaign together visually.
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